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Abstract6

We report the results on the total and elastic cross sections in proton-proton col-7

lisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at
√
s = 200 GeV . The results8

were obtained with the Roman Pot setup of the STAR experiment at the Relativistic9

Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). The setup was used to measure elastic differential cross10

section in the four–momentum transfer squared (t) range 0.045 ≤ −t ≤ 0.14 (GeV/c)2.11

Elastic scattering was detected in the Roman Pot system, which was operated during12

standard data collection at STAR at the distance of about 8σy from the beam, where13

σy is the beam gaussian width in the vertical coordinate. The results include the value14

of the exponential slope parameter B of the elastic differential cross section dσ/dt in15

the measured small −t range and the total cross section σtot obtained from the ex-16

trapolation of the dσ/dt to the optical point at −t = 0 (GeV/c)2. We also present the17

value of elastic cross section σel. All results are compared with the world data.18
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1 Introduction38

Revision : 1.2839

The special role of the elastic channel in proton–proton (pp)scattering at high energies is40

evident by the fact that it contributes almost 20%, see Fig. 3b, of the total cross section41

at the highest energies, at which the elastic scattering was measured. This, coupled42

with the importance of understanding the diffraction process, not only as the shadow of43

the many inelastic channels present at high energies, but also in terms of basic concepts44

related to QCD, has made nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering one of the most studied45

reactions in high energy physics. By using perturbative approach, the accepted theory46

of strong interactions, Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD), has been very successful47

in describing hadronic interactions at large four-momentum-transfer squared |t|. For48

small |t|-values of elastic scattering, the theory has not been as successful. This is the49

regime of soft hadronic interactions where phenomenological models, constrained by50

asymptotic theorems, are used to explain the nature of the hadronic interaction.51

The special role of the elastic amplitude is often viewed in terms of the optical52

theorem, Eq. 8, as a shadow of the many inelastic channels present at high energies.53

By measuring the energy dependence of pp–total cross-section, σtot, in an uncovered54

yet domain of energies at RHIC one adds to the understanding of the phenomenology55

of this basic scattering process.56

The summary of elastic scattering measurements and phenomenological models is given57

in [1, 2], we shall mention only a few questions here. The pp total cross sections58

measured at Serpukhov and the Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) at CERN in the59

1970s were found to rise with energy. Until then it was generally accepted that the60

total cross sections for both pp and pp̄ would decrease as a function of cms energy and61

converge to a common constant value. The log2 s behavior versus log s behavior of62

the rise of σtot is still an important topic for investigation.63

From general considerations of unitarity and analyticity, the difference in the total64

pp and pp̄ cross section is predicted to converge to zero at large values of s,65

σtot(pp̄)

σtot(pp)
→ 1, (1)

and the rate at which the pp total cross section rises is limited by the Froissart bound,66

σtot(s) <
1

m2
π

log2 s. (2)

Also, the σtot measurements at RHIC are important since there are no measure-67

ments of σtot between the ISR energies and the measurements at the LHC energies68

[5] in the TeV range. Furthermore, RHIC
√
s range is still where one can expect a69

measurable difference between pp and pp̄ total cross sections.70

The elastic scattering of protons Fig. 1 is described by a scattering amplitude which71

has two components: the electromagnetic part, described by the well-known Coulomb72

amplitude fc, and the hadronic part, described by the hadronic amplitude fh. The73

amplitudes are a function of cms energy
√
s and four-momentum-transfer squared |t|.74

The differential elastic pp cross section can be expressed as a square of the scattering75
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Figure 1: Diagram of elastic scattering.

amplitude:76

dσel
dt

= π|fc + fh|2. (3)

The spin independent hadronic amplitude fh is usually parameterized as:77

fh =
(σtot

4π

)
(ρ+ i) exp

(
−1

2
B|t|

)
. (4)

The quantity ρ is the ratio of the real to imaginary part of the nuclear amplitude78

at |t| = 0 and is related to the high-energy behavior of the total cross section via79

dispersion relations. This means that ρ is related to the behavior of the total cross80

section σtot at higher energies. The Coulomb amplitude fc is given by:81

fc = −2αG2(t)

|t| exp(iαφ), (5)

where α is the fine structure constant, G(t), is the proton electromagnetic form factor,82

and φ is the Coulomb phase, which is:83

φ = ln

(
0.08

|t|

)
− 0.577. (6)

Thus, the differential cross section dσ/dt for elastic scattering in the forward angle84

region is determined by Coulomb and nuclear amplitudes and the interference term85

between them. The cross section is given by (see for example Ref. [3])86
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Figure 2: Contributions to the pp differential cross section dσel
dt at small |t|.

dσ

dt
= 4π (~c)2

(
αG2

E

t

)2

+
1 + ρ2

16π (~c)2
· σ2

tot · e−B |t|

− (ρ+ ∆Φ) · αG
2
E

|t| · σtot · e
− 1

2B |t| , (7)

with α the fine structure constant, GE the electric form factor of the proton, ∆Φ the87

Coulomb phase[4], ρ the ratio of the real to imaginary part of the forward scattering88

amplitude, σtot the total cross section, and B the nuclear slope parameter.89

The above dependence of the differential elastic cross section dσ/dt on |t| can be90

divided into three regions: the Coulomb region, the CNI region, and the hadronic91

region. At small |t|, the Coulomb term dominates, and dσ/dt has a (1/t2) dependence.92

As |t| increases, the interference between the Coulomb and hadronic contributions93

becomes maximal. Finally, the hadronic contribution dominates, and dσ/dt falls off94

exponentially. The present status of σtot and B measurements in pp and pp̄ collisions95

is shown in figures 3b and 3a, respectively [5].96

In Fig. 2 we show relative values of the the three parts of the elastic pp differ-97

ential cross section. One can clearly see that the dominant contribution for −t >98

0.04(GeV/c)2, the region of this measurement, the hadronic term (the second term in99

this expression) is dominant.100

Since the total cross section is related to the differential elastic cross section by the101

optical theorem Eq. 8 one can extract the total cross section σtot by extrapolating dσel

dt102

to t = 0. Which is the method used in this analysis.103

σ2
tot =

(
16π (~c)2

1 + ρ2

)
dσel
dt
|t=0. (8)
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Figure 3: World data on B-slope and σel, σtot.
.

2 Experimental Setup104

Revision : 1.25105

106

The pp elastic scattering was measured with the Roman Pot (RP) system of the107

pp2pp experiment [6], which was installed at STAR for Run 15. To detect scattered108

forward protons the RP system was installed downstream of the STAR detector at109

RHIC, see Fig. 4, where the location of the Roman Pots, top view, and schematically110

Si detectors and scintillation counters in the Roman Pots are shown. The location111

between DX and D0 RHIC dipole magnets is such that no special accelerator conditions,112

like large β∗, are needed to operate Roman Pots together with the rest of the STAR113

experiment’s physics program.114

The two protons collide at the interaction region (IR) in a local coordinate system at115

a point (x0, y0, z0) with respect to the reference orbit and scatter with an angle (θ∗x, θ
∗
y).116

The scattered protons move inside the beam pipe and are measured by telescopes of117

detectors placed inside Roman pots downstream of the interaction point at 15.80 and118

17.60 from the IP. There is one dipole magnet (DX magnet) between the IP and the119

detection point. The magnet has uniform field within the acceptance of the RP system120

and the field magnitude is the same on both sides of the IP. The detectors are located in121

the vertical plane, symmetrically above and below the machine plane. The horizontal122

bending of DX allows decoupling between the measurement of the scattering angle,123

essentially given by the vertical coordinate and the measurement of the momentum,124

obtained from the horizontal coordinate. The DX magnet and the two Roman Pot125

detectors allow to measure momentum vector of the scattered protons at the detection126

point. Using the DX magnet, which bends the proton in the horizontal plane, one can127

determine the scattering angle in the (x,z) plane θ∗x citebibi:SikoraNoteMomReconstr.128

The scattering angle in the (y,z) plane θ∗y is determined from the y-coordinate measured129
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Figure 4: The layout of the RPs with the STAR detector (not to scale). The Roman Pot
setup at STAR for measuring forward protons. Two sets of RPs will be positioned between
DX and D0 magnets, at 15.8 m and 17.6 m from the IP. Top and side view are shown.

in the RPs.130

At the location of Roman pots the vacuum pipe diameter is the limiting aperture of131

the scattering angle. As designed the limiting component is the inner diameter of the132

beam pipe inside the DX magnet and the beam pipe after the DX magnet, which has133

two shapes. First is a flared pipe which accommodates both incoming and outgoing134

beams, followed by two separate pipes for each beam.135

The naming convention of the Roman Pots, detector packages and corresponding136

trigger counters is described in the technical note [7]. The trigger details are described137

in the [8]. The trigger condition was very ”loose” as the trigger was considered elastic138

trigger (RP ET) if at least one PMT on each side of the IP has a valid signal above139

the threshold.140

(EU ∨ED) ∧ (WU ∨WD) (9)

where abbreviations EU, ED, WU, WD mean that there is PMT signal in at least141

one of two RP stations. Letters E and W denote east and west side of interaction142

point ( IP), respectively. Letters U and D stand for upper ( above beam line ) and143

down ( below beam line) RP positions, respectively.144

3 Data Sample145

The data were acquired at the end of a store over a four hour period. The conditions146

were normal RHIC running, except that during that time care was taken to have147

multiple vernier scans done to determine the luminosity of the beams during this special148

data taking period. The conditions were:149

1. Normal β∗ = 0.85m;150

2. Four hours at the end of a store to have cleanest beam possible;151
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3. Three special luminosity measurements to minimize systematic uncertainty on152

luminosity measurement;153

4. Move Roman Pots as close as possible, they were moved closer than during nom-154

inal data taking.155

5. Luminosity during that time was ≈ 45× 1030cm−2sec−1, see Fig. 5.156

Figure 5: Luminosity for the period of data taking.

Events in initial data sample, RP ET triggers, fulfill loose trigger condition (9).157

However, due to the elastic scattering constraints (Fig. 6), an event is an elastic158

candidate if on one side of interaction point the proton is detected in the upper Roman159

Pots (+y) and on the other side the proton is detected in the down Roman Pots (-160

y). Hence, for elastic scattering event, we have two coincidence possibilities: East Up161

and West Down (EUWD) or East Down and West UP (EDWU). Those two cases are162

referred to as arm EUWD and arm EDWU. Hence strict condition for elastic scattering163

event candidate is:164

(EU ∧WD) ⊕ (ED ∧WU) (10)

The exclusive OR requires that there are PMT signals only in one of two possible arms.165

Namely if there are PMT signals that form an elastic event candidate like (EU ∧WD)166

the event is accepted as long as there are no PMT signal in the other arm (ED∧WU)167

in this case.168

The sample, which fulfilled this requirement is ≈ 60% of the data in initial RP ET169

triggers fullfiling condition (9).170

In order to reduce possibility that elastic scattering event is lost, due to extra171

background hits or PMT noise, less restrictive condition (11) was used for events that172

failed condition (10):173

(EU ∧WD) ∨ (ED ∧WU) (11)
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those events are potential candidates for elastic scatteringand and the final selection174

was made after clustering and point reconstruction processes.175

Statistics for all used in this analysis runs is displayed in Tab. 1, where EThard is the176

online trigger condition 9 and ETaccept stands for RP ET subsample of events where177

there were at least two reconstructed points found with pattern fullfiled condition (11).178

Reconstructed points distribution of the triggered events for both arms is shown in179

Fig. 13. It shows shadows of the limiting aperture of DX magnet and large number hits180

outside of the limiting aperture which are due to elastically scattered protons passing181

through the magnet material (hits close to the aperture envelope), as well as physics182

and beam halo backgrounds.183

The achieved closest distance of the first readout strip was about 30 mm or about184

10σy of the beam, see Fig. 13, and corresponds minimum four-momentum transfer185

|tmin|≈ 0.03 (GeV/c)2, see Fig.17.186

Figure 6: Elastic scattering.

Table 1: Data sample statistics used in this analysis. EThard is the online trigger condition
and ETaccept denotes for sample of events where there were at least two reconstructed
points found.

Run Number EThard ETaccept L [pbarn−1] Prescale Tlive
16106025 575322 339421 1.6017·10−4 174.6077271 0.810

16106026 1842860 1108650 5.1417·10−4 142.7687225 0.807

16106027 1217582 743207 3.3675·10−4 135.8979645 0.807

16106028 1789384 1053163 4.9260·10−4 136.5110474 0.810

16106029 1182018 713956 3.2354·10−4 130.7290497 0.805

ALL 6607176 3958397 1.8272·10−3 - -

4 Pedestals and noise187

The pedestals and noise and signal to noise ratio study [9] was performed basing on188

data from pedestal runs taken regularly during Run 15. Elastic events were used to189

determine signal to noise ratio. The study of pedestals and noise showed that they190

fluctuate around 80 ADC counts and 2 ADC counts respectively. Both were stable191
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during the data taking period. The investigation of all strips showed that there are192

only two potentially hot channels out of about 20 000 (the channel number 11 and193

13 of the SVX chip number 060). Those channels, however were not excluded for the194

analysis because they did not introduce too many extra hits in per event after more195

noise cuts were included in analysis.196

Pedestals for silicon sensors were measured during pedestal runs performed before197

the beginning of each new beam fill. Based on data taken during those pedestal runs198

mean value and RMS of pedestals distributions for each SVX module was computed199

as shown in Fig. 7 and subtracted online.200
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Figure 7: Average values of pedestal ( blue line, left hand scale) and RMS ( red line, right
hand scale ) for each SVX module

Distributions of ADC signal for each plane after pedestal subtraction is shown in201

Fig. 8. Clear Minimum Ionizing Particle (MIP) peak can be seen. For further noise202

suppression only channels with ADC signal greater then 3 pedestal RMS above the203

pedestal were passed to reconstruction - clustering procedure, see section 5.204
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5 Clustering Algorithm–Cluster Energy and Cluster205

Position206

Revision : 1.21207

208

Clustering procedure is performed for each detector plane separately after the noise209

cut of energy bigger that 3σRMS above the pedestal is applied. The procedure searches210

for the channel with maximum signal and continuous chain of channels adjacent to it211

- the set of channels found this way called cluster is removed from plane pool of hits212

and procedure is repeated untill there is no more hits in the plane.213

In Fig. 9 We show various cluster properties for for candidate elastic events, ET214

events described previously. Number of clusters per plane, number of strips in a single215

cluster and cluster energy calculated as sum of ADC signals of channels composing216

cluster are shown in Fig. 9a, Fig. 9b and Fig. 9c respectively. In most cases (∼ 95%)217

only one, as expected, cluster in a plane was found. Number of hits in a cluster (Fig. 9b)218

must not exceed 2 because silicon detector wafer is only 400µm thick and scattered219

proton trajectory perpendicular to its surface, this was found to be true for ∼ 98% of220

reconstructed clusters. For this analysis clusters wider then 3 strips, predominantly221

result of background hits caused by noise or δ − electrons, were not used for space222

point reconstruction.223

Energy distribution of reconstructed clusters (Fig. 9c) is in good agreement with224

convoluted Landau and Gauss distributions, as expected.225
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Figure 9: a) Number of clusters per plane, b) Cluster size and c) cluster energy for recon-
structed tracks (matched clusters)

.
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In Fig. 10 we also show cluster energy distribution for clusters of length one, two226

and three strips for matched clusters from ET events.227
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Figure 10: Cluster energy for clusters size of one, two and three strips for ET events.

Noise and cluster properties were also studied for all triggers [9]. In Fig. 11 we228

show cluster energy distributions for different noise cut of 4σ and 5σ, where σ denotes229

pedestal RMS in given silicon plane, and also cluster energy distribution after cut on230

minimum cluster energy of 20 ADC counts for the detector package RP E1U. The plots231

look very similar for all the detector packages. We conclude that there is very good232

separation of signal from noise and that the requirement of minimum cluster energy233

Emin = 20 ADC counts works well. The minimum cluster energy cut of 20 ADC is234

in agreement with the minimum of energy deposition for matched cluster showed in235

Fig. 9c, where there are no counts below ADC value smaller than 20 .236

In addition to cluster energy, cluster position in local plane coordinate XL
C is calcu-237

lated as a weighted average of positions Xi of contributing strips weighted with their238

energy Ei. Where Xi is the strip position in the plane and the energy deposited for239

that strip Ei. The cluster position is then used for track reconstruction.240

XL
C =

1.∑
Ei

∑
XiEi (12)

The cluster position within the plane XL
C needs to be transformed to the global241

coordinate system where the track are reconstructed and scattering angles are calcu-242

lated. The alignment procedure of calculating offsets, which are used to obtain the243

cluster positions in the global coordinate system is described in the next section 8.244
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after 4σ cut
(b) Cluster energy distribution for RP E1U
after 5σ cut

(c) Cluster energy distribution for RP E1U
after 20ADC cut

Figure 11: Cluster energy after various cuts for RP E1U. Noise rejection is seen as function
of the cut, while there is no loss in signal.
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6 Point Reconstruction245

Each RP station consists four silicon detector planes, two of them for X position246

measurement and other two for Y position. Positions of clusters found in both X247

or Y planes, see section 5 were compared and a pair of clusters was accepted as a248

point in x or y-coordinate if their positions difference ∆X satisfied condition: ∆X ≤249

2×dstrip ≈ 200 µm, where dstrip denotes strip pitch. Pairs of matched clusters found in250

X and Y detector planes define X and Y coordinates of space points for given RP. There251

may be NX×NY possible cluster combinations, where NX , NY are number of matched252

X and Y clusters, each defining a space point in a given RP: P (XRP , YRP , ZRP ). In253

the most, ∼ 95%, events only one reconstructed space point in a RP vessel was found,254

see Fig. 12a. Position of the point is calculated as an average of the matched cluster255

positions. Positions of reconstructed points in each RP station for events with valid256

trigger pattern (10) is shown in Fig.13. One can observes large number of points beyond257

shadow of DX aperture limits. The efficiency for space point reconstruction for each258

RP was estimated basing on the data sub-sample containing only events with points259

reconstructed in 3 and 4 RP stations of one arm and it was calculated as the ratio of260

number of tracks crossing detector plane with reconstructed space point found in this261

palne over number of all tracks crossing the plane. Average was found to be ≈ 99%,262

and values for each RP are shown in Fig. 12c.263
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(b) Number of 2PT track candidates on
each side of the IP.
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(c) Point and track reconstruction effi-
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Figure 12: Reconstructed points and track reconstruction efficiency.
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Figure 13: The (x,y) distributions of reconstructed points in Si detectors at each RP station for
ET events - fulfilling condition (11).
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7 Track and Scattering Angle Reconstruction264

For small scattering angles θ, which are of the order of few milliardians, track-point265

XRP and YRP positions reconstructed at given RP station can be expressed as:266

XRP = XIP + θX · (ZRP − ZIP ) YRP = YIP + θY · (ZRP − ZIP ) (13)

where XIP , YIP , ZIP are x, y, z positions of the primary vertex, ZRP is surveyed z-267

position ( fixed for given RP) of the RP station, and θX , θY defined as:268

θX ∼= tan(θ) · cos(φ) and θY ∼= tan(θ) · sin(φ) (14)

where θ and φ are polar and azimuth angles of scattered proton. Since the position269

of primary vertex is not known on event by event basis, two reconstructed points270

are required to calculate the scattering angle. A track is combination of two points271

reconstructed in two detector stations on the same side of Interaction Point (IP). Those272

points are from the two Roman Pot detectors in given arm, RP1 and RP2:273

θX =
XRP2 −XRP1

ZRP2 − ZRP1
θY =

YRP2 − YRP1

ZRP2 − ZRP1
(15)

In ∼ 70% events 2PT tracks were uniquely reconstructed Fig.12b. In the event with
more then one track (. 2%), collinearity test was used before accepting a track. The
required collinearity is described in section 9. Due to geometrical acceptance of the
detectors or re-scattering in dead material between the IP and the detection point in
the RPs some of scattered protons do not pass both RP stations and only one point
on the track is available. Scattering angle for this class of tracks is estimated using
average vertex position, this procedure was applied in ∼ 28% of events from initial
elastic scattering data sample. Average position of the vertex can be estimated using
data sub-sample consisting 2PT tracks. Relations (13) combined for two two points
symmetrical w.r.t. IP ( i.e. ZRP1 = −ZRP2 ) lead to the formulas on middle track
point (MPT) :

XMPT ≡ (XRPE +XRPW )/2. = XIP − θX · ZIP
YMPT ≡ (YRPE + YRPW )/2. = YIP − θY · ZIP

with θ angles calculated according to (15). These relations fitted with 2-D line, provide
estimate of vertex positions XIP , YIP and ZIP . Average values over data sample used
in this analysis are:

< XIP > = 0.31 (±0.06) [mm]

< YIP > = 0.43 (±0.03) [mm]

< ZIP > = 53.6 (±3.2) [mm]

Position of the vertex along Z-axis is consistent with values obtained with a different274

method in the Central Exclusive Production analysis, see [12].275

The variable of merit, four-momentum transfer t for small angles is calculated with276

scttering angles θX and θY (15) to a good approximation for elastic scattering as:277

|t | = |(pin − pout)2| = |p2 · (cos(θIP )− 1)| ∼= p2 · θ2IP = p2 · (θ2X + θ2Y ) (16)
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8 Alignment Procedure278

The alignment consists of two steps, each producing one set of offsets. In the first step279

survey data are utilized. The survey was done by the survey group of the accelerator280

department after the installation of the detector packages in the Roman Pots. This281

survey determined (x,y) position of the first strip in each detector package with respect282

to the accelerator coordinate system. That procedure is described in [10]. Cluster283

position in global coordinate reference system, is simply calculated by adding the offset284

of the first strip X0,Y0 f or each X and Y silicon plane, see Equation 17:285

XRP = X0 +XL
C (17)

In the second step corrections to the survey alignment were obtained using recon-
structed elastic events and the condition of collinearity of elastic scattering for tracks
reconstructed on each side of the IP . For this purpose only events with 2PT tracks on
both sides of IP were used, it was also required that these 2PT tracks are uniquely
reconstructed - one and only one reconstructed point in each RP - to assure the sam-
ple consists of cleanest ET events. In each event LSQ line fit was done through four
reconstructed points. For these events, mean value of residuals for each RP station
average distance of reconstructed point form fitted line < ∆XRP > and < ∆Y RP >
was calculated as:

< ∆XRP > =
1

Nevents

∑
(XRP

i −XFIT
i )

< ∆Y RP > =
1

Nevents

∑
(Y RPi − Y FITi )

where XRP
i , Y RPi are reconstructed point positions and XFIT

i , Y FITi are fitted line286

position in the i − th event. Mean residuals found this way were applied to correct first287

strip position in each silicon detector plane, and alignment process was then repeated288

with new strip positions. Typically three iterations were needed to achieve residuals289

distributions centered at zero - optimal relative positions between Roman Pots on290

opposite sides of IP in each detector arm separately. By its construction the result291

of the second alignment step are set of offsets in the coordinate system of the elastic292

scattering, where two outgoing protons are collinear.293

This procedure leaves one variable unknown–the unscaterred beam trajectory and294

overlap with any other detector, the procedure does not assure correctness of relative295

position detector arm w.r.t. beam axis including potential tilt of detectors z-axis with296

respect to beam. Both affecting uncertainty of Monte-Carlo corrections and contribut-297

ing to systematic error on reconstructed differential distribution dN/dt. The procedure298

was performed for each run of merit, and mean value of per run corrections - mean299

global correction accounting for uncertainty of detector positioning and non-scattered300

beam trajectory - was calculated and applied in the point/track reconstruction. Values301

of the corrections needed for each plane to assure co-linearity of tracks of elastically302

scattered protons are shown in Fig. 14.303

As mentioned before, the detectors are placed downstream outgoing beam after304

dipole magnets DX , whose uniform magnetic field is along the y-axis. The x-axis in305

the horizontal plane the and detector z-axis is parallel to unscaterred beam trajectory.306
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Figure 14: Alignment corrections per plane.

In that coordinate system the (x,z) plane is the bending plan. Since the magnetic field307

in both DX magnets are equal the bending angle of DX dipole on both sides of the308

IP (West and East) are equal also.309

Given that, the scattering angles θRPX , θRPY measured at detector planes according310

to formulas in Eq. 15 become direct measurement of θX , θY scattering angles at IP.311

Because of the conservation of momentum the condition of collinearity for the elastic
scattering event must hold, Eq 19:

θWX − θEX = θRPWX − θRPEX = 0 (18)

θWY − θEY = θRPWY − θRPEY = 0 (19)

Where θWX , θ
E
X , θ

W
Y , θ

E
Y are scattering angles at the IP and θRPWX , θRPEX , θRPWY , θRPEY312

are scattering angles at the Roman Pot location.313

9 Data Analysis314

Revision : 1.49315

316

In this section we describe the flow of data analysis, which has three major steps:317

1. First, from the hits in Si detectors space points are reconstructed, as described318

in section 6.319

2. Second, from the space points scattering angles θx in (x,z) plane and θy in (y,z)320

plane are calculated, as described in section 7.321

3. Third, cuts are applied to select elastic scattering events to extract total and322

elastic cross sections, which is described in this section.323
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Given that the trigger condition was very inclusive 9, the collected data sample in-324

cluded in addition to elastic events the contributions from background, which consisted325

non elastic events and accidental coincidences of the beam halo. A series of cuts was326

used to select elastic events form the collected data sample. The general idea to use327

two types of conditions in order to minimize the previously mentioned background:328

1. Collinearity condition in (θWest,θEast) space, definition of elastic events;329

2. Choice of the fiducial volume (θ, φ ) space, to stay within clear aperture and away330

from the beam hallo.331

The following cuts were used in selection of elastic events:332

1. Choose elastic event candidates by checking the hit pattern on the East and333

West detectors to make sure it corresponds to the elastic event condition 10.334

Only events with elastic combination of reconstructed points in the the Roman335

Pots are accepted. Namely, combinations (ED ∧WU) or (EU ∧WD).336

2. Only events with 2 point tracks on the East and two point tracks on the East337

(one track point per Roman Pot in elastic combination) are kept.338

3. Since the elastic events must satisfy collinearity collinearity condition collinearity339

within 2σθ namely θWest − θEast < 2σθ, where σθ = 255µrad, is required.340

4. Finally, events within fiducial volume in (φ, t) space are chose341

Table 2 summarizes all data analysis cuts used to reduce background and to stay342

within fiducial volume away from boundaries of geometrical acceptance.

Table 2: Definitions of data selection filters.

Num Ref. Name Description Remark

1 ET as defined in (10)
proper combination
of RP points

2 COL |θWest − θEast| < 2σθ collinearity

3 4PT 2PT track on both sides IP

4 GEO
to stay far from

1.9 ≤ θ ≤ 3.9 [mrad] edges of geometrical
0.04 ≤ |t| ≤ 0.16 [GeV 2]
79.5 ≤ |φ| ≤ 101.5 [deg] acceptance

343

In Fig. 15 we show collinearity condition ∆Θy vs ∆Θx with the contours of 2σ and344

3σ. It is clear that the collinearity is very well satisfied for the two-point tracks.345

Also the background for the collinearity was studied for various stages of analysis.346

The efficiency of analysis cuts is demonstrated in Fig. 16, where co-linearity distribu-347

tions for reconstructed data and reconstructed Monte Carlo samples are compared for348

each analysis cut and estimate of background contribution is shown. Background esti-349

mate is difference between second order polynomials for data and reconstructed Monte350

Carlo fitted with exclusion of 5σ central region.351
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Figure 15: ∆Θy vs ∆Θx with the contours of 2σ and 3σ.
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Figure 16: Co-linearity θwest − θeast for ET, 4PT and GEO data sub-samples after background
subtraction compared with G4MC ( pure elastic scattering events only) simulated distributions.
Estimated background (blue hatched area) and background remained after co-linearity cut ( hatched
rectangles) are shown.
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The G4MC simulation, see section 10 for details, includes only background contri-352

bution from the scattered protons interacting with the material in front of the Roman353

Pots, like the beam pipe, magnet structure and RF shield inside the DX-D0 chamber.354

Hence the reduction of the background is very important by using track quality cuts355

and fiducial volume cuts. The GEO selection cuts results in reduction of background356

from ≈4.5% present in ET sample to ≈0.3%. Therefore GEO data sample is used to357

extract final results. In Fig. 17 the distribution of |t| vs φ for the 4PT elastic events.358
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Figure 17: Four-momentm transfer |t| vs φ distributions for data for ET 4PT collinear
events.

Finally, in table 3 we show event statistics for data samples obtained after each359

analysis cut is applied.

Table 3: Statistics for event samples after each selection cut.

ET COL 4PT

ET 3.974 M 2.696 M
4PT 1.648 M 1.306 M
GEO 1.100 M 0.848 M 0.666 M

360

10 Monte Carlo Simulation361

Revision : 1.19362

Response of the detector was studied with Geant4 [14] based software package. It has363
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detailed implementation of the beam-line and Roman Pot detectors, position and read-364

out behavior. Physics generator used for simulation produced only elastic pp scattering365

process at energy
√
s = 200GeV . Kinematic range covered uniformly azimuth angle366

−π ≤ φ ≤ π and four-momentum transfer t within the range 0.01 ≤ |t| ≤ 0.5 (GeV/c)2367

distributed as dN/dt ∼ exp (−B · t) with B = 15 (GeV/c)−2.368

The beam parameters used in simulation:369

− angular spread σX = σY = 180 µrad, consistent with beam angular divergence370

and β∗.371

− vertex position set to values estimated as described in Sec. 7 with σvx = σvy =372

0.15 mm, consistent with beam angular divergence and β∗ and σvz = 500. mm373

Hits generated in silicon detectors passed through identical as for experimental data374

reconstruction procedure and reconstructed MC events were filtered applying the same375

set of condition as in the case of data. In Fig. 18 we show comparison of the trigger376

patterns between GEANT4 MC and the data.

Figure 18: Comparison of trigger patterns between GEANT4 MC simulation and reconstructed
DATA for ET events after co-linearity filter. Labels EAU, EAD, WAU, WAD stand for 2PT tracks
found in both upper east, bottom east, upper west and bottom west RP stations, respectively

377

We first show hit distribution in (x,y) coordinates for various steps in analysis378

for reconstructed data and reconstructed G4MC full simulation and Fast Monte-Carlo379

(FSMC) simulation in which ET events with final state proton interacted with material380

on its way from IP to detector have been removed from the sample. In Fig. 19 we show381

reconstructed DATA and GEANT4 and FSMC simulation results at the trigger level382

after co-linearity filter.383

In Fig. 20 we show hit distribution in (x,y) for events which have four track points384

for a given arm (two on each side IP).385
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Figure 19: Hit distribution at the first RP station at the trigger level as a in (x,y) plane after
colinearity filter. Reconstructed DATA ( first l.h.s column ) compared with G4 MC ( middle column
) and MC simulation where ET events with final state proton interacted with dead material on the
way from IP to RP have been removed from the sample ( r.h.s column).

In Fig. 21, show hit distribution in (x,y) coordinates for events which have four track386

points for a given arm (two on each side IP) and are within geometrical acceptance387

used for analysis in φ, t) space.388
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for four point tracks.

Figure 21: Hit distribution at the trigger level as a function of (x,y) after collinearity filter and
for four point tracks and within geometrical acceptance used for analysis.
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11 Efficiency Corrections389

Revision : 1.13390

The detector geometrical acceptance and limited aperture of DX magnet make that391

reconstructed distribution of four-momentum transfer t needs to be corrected. Dif-392

ferential distribution (dN/dt)DATA obtained from data was corrected using “bin by393

bin” method ( aka diagonal method ) with correction factors were obtained through394

Monte Carlo simulation ( see section 10 ) according with formula 20, dependence of395

the values of correction factors on four-momentum transfer |t| for different selection396

filters are displeyed in Fig.22.397 (
dN

dt

)DATA
corrected

=

(
dN

dt

)DATA
reconstructed

×
(dN/dt)MC

generated

(dN/dt)MC
reconstructed

(20)

here (dN/dt)MC
generated and (dN/dt)MC

reconstructed are true MC distribution and recon-398

structed based on MC event sample which passed reconstruction and selection steps399

identical as those applied for experimental data.400
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Figure 22: Comparison of acceptance A(t) ( l.h.s figure ) and acceptance corrections C(t)
( r.h.s. figure) in fit range limits shown for data samples passed different selection filters.

12 t-distributions401

Revision : 1.30402

403

Four-momentum transfer t was calculated according to formula (16) in each de-404

tector sub-module EU, ED, WU, WD separately. Given point reconstruction and405
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(a) Average t-offset for GEO
sample.

(b) t dependence of W-E t-
offset.
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(c) t resolution.

Figure 23: The resolution σt/t and W-E t-offset average and dependence on t within the
fit range.

alignment precision result in small differences between values of t obtained in different406

detector sub-modules. Offsets between t measured in West and East part of detector407

are shown in Fig.23. The offset ∆t ≈ 2 ·10−5 with RMS ≈ 0.013 GeV2 and value ∆t408

varies within ≈ ±2.5 ·10−4 GeV2( small as compared to t bin width 2.5·10−3 GeV2)409

in the range of t used for this analysis Fig. 23b.410

Four momentum-transfer resolution ∆t is determined by the actual angular spread411

of the circulating beams, as given by the machine emittance and by the beta value412

at the collision point, and detector resolution. The contribution from beam angular413

spread :414

∆t

t
= 2p∆θ/

√
|t|, (21)

where the error on the scattering angle is due to the beam angular divergence in both415

(x,y) space (σθ∗x , σθ∗y ). Since σθ∗x = σθ∗y and θ2 = θ2x + θ2y we get ∆θ =
√

2·σθ∗y . The416

values of the beam divergence for the data taking conditions were σθ∗x = σθ∗y = 180µm,417

hence we for the t-resolution:418

∆t

t
= 2.5× 10−2/

√
|t| (22)

The actual |t|-resolution (Fig.23c) is somewhat different as compared to formula (22419

because of the effect of the beam size at the collision point, the detector resolution and420

Coulomb rescatterings of final state proton off the machine and the detector material,421

the latter contribution is seen at high |t| tail. The value of the actual |t|-resolution422

staying within the range 0.5× 10−2 < ∆t < 0.9× 10−3GeV 2.423

Comparison of differential dσel/dt distributions with t reconstructed with differ-424

ent data sub-samples is shown in Fig. 24. Residual differences are to accounted as425

systematic uncertainty.426
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Table 4: Corrected differential elastic cross-section - final sample ET-4PT-COL-GEO,
where C(t) is the acceptance correction factor as shown in Fig. 22

bin t [GeV 2] dσ/dt[mb/GeV 2] error stat error sys C(t)

1 0.0450 69.72 ±0.72 — 12.0
2 0.0475 68.13 ±0.70 — 11.6
3 0.0500 65.74 ±0.68 — 11.3
4 0.0525 63.23 ±0.67 — 11.2
5 0.0550 60.54 ±0.65 — 11.0
6 0.0575 58.76 ±0.64 — 11.1
7 0.0600 57.25 ±0.63 — 11.0
8 0.0625 55.42 ±0.62 — 11.0
9 0.0650 53.37 ±0.60 — 10.8

10 0.0675 51.67 ±0.59 — 10.8
11 0.0700 49.58 ±0.58 — 10.8
12 0.0725 47.61 ±0.57 — 10.7
13 0.0750 46.41 ±0.56 — 10.6
14 0.0775 44.59 ±0.55 — 10.8
15 0.0800 43.05 ±0.54 — 10.6
16 0.0825 41.58 ±0.53 — 10.5
17 0.0850 40.70 ±0.52 — 10.7
18 0.0875 38.50 ±0.51 — 10.6
19 0.0900 37.43 ±0.50 — 10.7
20 0.0925 36.11 ±0.49 — 10.6
21 0.0950 34.94 ±0.49 — 10.8
22 0.0975 33.69 ±0.48 — 10.7
23 0.1000 32.56 ±0.47 — 10.9
24 0.1025 30.51 ±0.46 — 11.0
25 0.1050 30.18 ±0.46 — 11.2
26 0.1075 29.15 ±0.46 — 11.5
27 0.1100 28.06 ±0.45 — 11.7
28 0.1125 26.96 ±0.45 — 12.1
29 0.1150 25.70 ±0.44 — 12.3
30 0.1175 24.94 ±0.45 — 13.3
31 0.1200 23.93 ±0.45 — 13.9
32 0.1225 22.43 ±0.44 — 14.7
33 0.1250 21.97 ±0.46 — 16.2
34 0.1275 20.96 ±0.47 — 17.8
35 0.1300 20.03 ±0.48 — 20.0
36 0.1325 19.25 ±0.51 — 23.2
37 0.1350 19.81 ±0.57 — 28.0
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Figure 24: Corrected differential elastic distributions, with t measured separately in dif-
ferent data sub-samples.

13 Systematic Uncertainties427

The evaluation of the systematic errors due to the uncertainty in beam emittance,428

vertex positions and spread, beam transport matrix elements, and incoming beam429

angles was based on Monte Carlo simulations. These simulations used the geometry of430

the experimental setup and efficiency of the detectors as an input. The largest single431

source of the systematic error was the uncertainty of the initial colliding beam angles.432

This possible shift of the t-distribution scale was studied with the Monte Carlo433

simulation, using upper limits on the initial beam angle obtained from data. This434

resulted in an uncertainty on the fitted slope parameter of about 2%, as shown in435

Table 7.436

Since the |t| range of this measurement is far away from the CNI region, see Fig. 2,437

contribution from the Coulomb interaction is not necessary to consider.438

Another systematic uncertainty is due to luminosity determination and estimated,439

see [13] to be 3.5%, relative. This is the scale uncertainty on the vertical scale of440

the cross section plot. Hence it does not affect the value of the slope parameter B,441

but introduces a corresponding systematic uncertainty on the measured cross sections:442

σtot, σelastic and dσ
dt .443

13.1 Beam Tilt444

Given unknown beam position and direction relative to detector coordinate system ,445

detector response correction function (Fig.22):446

C(trec, tgen) =
(dN/dt)gen

(dN/dt)rec
(23)

was obtained from MC simulation with beam trajectory parallel to detector local co-447

ordinate z-axis. In the actual detector setup a tilt of beam axis and detector z-axis448
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Figure 25: Corrected differential cross-section dN/dt fitted with exponential A · exp(−Bt).

may be present, and alignment procedure is not capable to correct for. Tilt causes an449

offsets τx and τy of reconstructed θx and θy angles, this leads to offset of calculated450

four-momentum transfer t:451

∆t ' 2· p2· (θx· τx + θy· τy) (24)

( here terms τ2x and τ2y were neglected ).452

Presence of tilt makes MC simulated correction function inaccurate and the fit of453

corrected (dN/dt) distribution with expected A· exp(−B· t) is poor. An iterative ap-454

proach is made to improve fit quality by adding several values of τx, τy to reconstructed455

values of θx, θy and seeking for best fit probability. It is achieved for τx ≈ 0.15· 10−3rad.456

Note weak dependence of the fit results, slope B and total cross-section σtot on tilts457

values.458

459
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τx[µrad] τy[µrad] slope B [GeV −2] σtot [mb] σel [mb] Probability χ2/NDF

-200. 14.1 ±0.1 51.2 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.20 18/14
-150. 14.2 ±0.1 51.3 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.24 17/14
-100. 14.3 ±0.1 51.4 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.28 17/14
-50. 14.3 ±0.1 51.4 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.16 19/14

0. 0. 14.3 ±0.1 51.4 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.32 16/14
50. 14.3 ±0.1 51.4 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.49 13/14

100. 14.3 ±0.1 51.3 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.66 11/14
150. 14.2 ±0.1 51.3 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.81 9/14
200. 14.1 ±0.1 51.2 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.65 11/14
300. 13.9 ±0.1 50.8 ±0.4 9.7 ±0.1 0.14 20/14

-50. 14.3 ±0.1 51.4 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.00 36/14
-25. 14.4 ±0.1 51.5 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.09 21/14
-15. 14.4 ±0.1 51.5 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.23 18/14

0. 14.3 ±0.1 51.4 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.32 16/14
15. 14.2 ±0.1 51.3 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.47 14/14
25. 14.2 ±0.1 51.2 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.40 15/14
50. 14.0 ±0.1 50.8 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.27 17/14

100. 13.5 ±0.1 49.7 ±0.4 9.6 ±0.1 0.00 142/14

Table 5: Fit results, for several hypothetical tilts angle τx, τy between local detector
coordinate system z-axis and beam trajectory in X-Z plane and Y-Z plane, respectively.

14 Luminosity Measurement460

Revision : 1.5461

The luminosity for this data set was determined with three vernier scans to minimize462

the systematic uncertainty. The results are described in [13]. Since at this time this463

work is still in progress we assume a 7% systematic uncertainty on this quantity. Based464

on prior experience the expected uncertainty is about 3%.465

15 Total and Elastic Cross Sections466

Revision : 1.17467

468

In table 6 we show final results of the measured total cross-section, and b-slope for469

two different cuts to show sensitivity to the last two selection criteria. Although there470

is a difference, it is rather small and well within systematic uncertainties as shown the471

the next section. The uncertainties in table 6 are statistical only.472

In Fig. 26 we also compare STAR results of B-slope 26a and of the obtained cross473

sections with the world data 26b. The figures are from [15].474
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Table 6: B slope and total cross-section obtained from fit (see Fig.25) in the interval
0.045 ≤ |t | ≤ 0.125 GeV 2 . The uncertainties are statistical only.

FILTER dσel/dt |t=0 [mb/ GeV2] B [GeV −2] σtot [mb] σel [mb]

4PT-COL 133.7 ±0.8 14.0 ±0.1 50.7 ±0.3 9.5 ±0.1
4PT-GEO 137.1 ±1.1 14.3 ±0.1 51.8 ±0.4 9.7 ±0.1
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Figure 26: World data on B-slope and σel, σtot.
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16 Summary475

Revision : 1.22476

At the RHIC energy of
√
s = 200 GeV the STAR experiment has measured differential477

cross-section of elastic proton–proton scattering as a function of the four-momentum478

transfer t in the range 0.045 < −t < 0.135 GeV 2. Differential elastic cross-section is479

well described by exponential fit with the slope B = 14.3±0.1(±0.3)GeV −2, in brackets480

systematic uncertainty is quoted. Extrapolation of measured differential elastic cross-481

section over non-detected ( ≈ 40% ) low t region allowed to determine elastic cross-482

section to be 9.7± 0.1(±0.7) mb, and using optical theorem total pp cross-section was483

found to be 51.8± 0.4(+2.1
−1.9) mb.

Table 7: Result summary with systematic uncertainties contributions.

Quantity Statistical Systematic uncertainties
name units Value uncertainty t-dep norm lumi ρ full

dσel /dt |t=0 [mb/ GeV2] 137.1 ±1.1 2.4 0.6 +10.2
−8.9 n/a +10.5

−9.3

B [GeV −2] 14.3 ±0.1 0.3 n/a n/a n/a ±0.3

σel [mb] 9.7 ±0.1 0.1 0.04 +0.7
−0.6 n/a ±0.7

σtot [mb] 51.8 ±0.4 0.5 0.5 +1.9
−1.7

+0.2
−0.4

+2.1
−1.9

484
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